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1. EI ALGEBRA
w xIn 4, 5, 7, 8, 10 , the author defined EI algebra, EII algebra}two kinds
of AFS algebras}and AFS structure. In the following, we list some results
in these papers and define some symbols.
Let M be any set,
EM s A N A g 2 M , i g I , I is any indexing set , i i 5
igI
where  A is the sum in form.  A represents the same element ofig I i ig I i
 .EM when these A i g I are summed by different orders. For examplei
 A , A q A , and A q A are the same element of EM, A ,ig 1, 24 i 1 2 2 1 1
A g 2 M. If I is a finite set of n elements, then  A can be written2 ig I i
as A q A q ??? qA .1 2 n
Set M in this symbols is variable. If set M is replaced by set X then the
corresponding set is denoted as EX.
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We define a binary relation R on EM as  A , B g EM.ig I i jg J j
 .  . A R  B m ; A i g I , ' B h g J such that A = B andig I i jg J j i h i h
 .  .; B j g J , ' A u g I such that B = A . It is obvious that R is anj u j u
equivalence relation.
Without confusion, we always denote EMrR as EM.  A s  Big I i jg J j
means the equivalence class containing  A is equivalent to theig I i
equivalence class containing  B .jg J j
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let M be a set.  A g EM. If A 9 A , ¨ , u gig I i ¨ u9
I, ¨ / u, then  A s  A .ig I i ig I, i/ u i
w xProof. Refer to 5, 7 .
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let M be a set. If the operators ``)'' and ``q'' in EM
are defined as follows.
For any  A ,  B g EM,ig I i jg J j
A q B s C ;  i j i
igI jgJ igI"J
1 " J is the disjoin union of I and J , C s A if i g I ; C s B if i g J .i i i i
A ) B s A j B ,  i j i j
igI jgJ igI , jgJ
 .then EM, ), q is a semi-ring with a unit.
w xProof. Refer to 5, 7 .
THEOREM 1.1. Let M be a set. If we define ``G '' as
A , B g EM , A G B   i j i j
igI jgJ igI jgJ
m ;B j g J there exists A k g I such that B = A , .  .j k j k
 .then ``G '' is a partial relation and EM, G is a distributi¨ e lattice. But it is
not a Boolean algebra.
w xProof. Refer to 5, 7 .
 .DEFINITION 1.1. a g EM is said to be q-irreducible in EM, G if
b, c g EM and a F b k c s b q c imply that a F b or a F c.
 .THEOREM 1.2. EM, G is a completely distributi¨ e molecular lattice,
 .  M 4whose molecular set M EM s A N A g 2 .
w xProof. Refer to 5, 7 .
By the symmetry property of ``)'' and ``q'', we have the following
theorems. Although the following algebra is similar to EI algebra in many
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aspects, it molecular structure and topological structure are different from
those of EI algebra.
THEOREM 1.3. Let M be a set. If we define ``F '' as
A , B g EM , A F B   i j i j
igI jgJ igI jgJ
m ;B j g J there exists A k g I such that B = A , .  .j k j k
 .then ``F '' is a partial relation and EM, F is a distributi¨ e lattice,
A k B s A ) B , A n B s A q B .       i j i j i j i j /  /
igI jgJ igI jgJ igI jgJ igI jgJ
 .But it is not a Boolean algebra. We call EM, F a )EI algebra o¨er M.
w xProof. Refer to 5 .
 .EM, F is called )EI algebra over M.
 .DEFINITION 1.2. a g EM is said to be )-irreducible in EM, F , where
``F '' is defined by Theorem 1.3, if b, c g EM and a F b k c imply that
a F b or a F c.
 .THEOREM 1.4. EM, F is a completely distributi¨ e molecular lattice,
 .   4 4whose molecular set M EM s  x N I is any indexing set, x g M ,ig I i i
where ``F '' is defined by Theorem 1.3.
Proof. It is obvious that
A s A g EM and  DE i j i f  i.
igI jgJi fgP J igIi
igI
A s A g EM.  H i j i j
igI jgJi igI jgJi
 .This implies that EM, G is a complete lattice.
 .It is obvious that EM, F is a completely distributive lattice. In the
 .follows, we study its molecular set M EM , which is the set of )-irreduci-
 .ble elements in EM, F .
 4Suppose A s  x , B s  B , C s  C g EM and A F Big I i k g H k jg J j
 4k C. If A g B, then there exists B g B N k g H such that for anyl k
 4  4 < 4  4x g x k g I , x ­ B . Since A F B k C s  B j C ,i k i l k g H , jg J k j
 .  4  .  4hence for any B j C j g J , there exists x k g I such that x : Bl j k k l
 4  4j C . Because x ­ B , we have x : C . This implies A F C. Now, wej i l k j
  4 4prove that each element in  x N I is any indexing set, x g M isig I i i
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)-irreducible. In the following, we prove that any )-irreducible elements
  4 4must be in  x N I is any indexing set, x g M .ig I i i
Suppose that  C g EM is )-irreducible and there exists l g J suchjg J j
< <  4that C / 1, 0. Let x g C . It is obvious that C y x / B.l l l
 4  4C q x ) C q C y x j j l /  /
l/jgJ l/jgJ




 4  4But  C q x h  C and  C q C y x h  C . Thisl / jg J j jg J j l / jg J j l jg J j
contradicts that  C is )-irreducible. Thereforejg J j
 4M EM s x N I is any indexing set, x g M . .  i i 5
igI
2. EI n ALGEBRAS
In this section, we give the definition and the algebraic structure of EI n
and *EI n algebra, which are also completely distributive molecular lattices.
In Section 3, we will prove that each element in EI algebra corresponds to
3 3 w xa fuzzy set from universe X into EI or *EI algebra. In 5, 7 the author
has proved that each element in EI algebra corresponds to a fuzzy set
2 2 n  .from universe X into EI or *EI algebra. So far, EI algebra n ) 3 is
not involved in fuzzy theory. EI n, *EI n algebra are called AFS algebras.
In the following, we define some symbols. Let X , X , . . . , X , M be1 2 n
sets,
EX X . . . X M s u u . . . u A N u g 2 X j , A g 2 M , i g I ,1 2 n 1 i 2 i ni i ji i
igI
I is any indexing set ,5
where  u u . . . u A is the sum in form.  u u . . . u A repre-ig I 1 i 2 i ni i ig I 1 i 2 i ni i
sents the same element of EX X . . . X M when these u u . . . u A1 2 n 1 i 2 i ni i
 .i g I are summed by different orders. If I is a finite set of m elements,
then  u u . . . u A can be written asig I 1 i 2 i ni i
u u . . . u A q u u . . . u A q ??? qu u . . . u A .11 21 n1 1 12 22 n2 2 1m 2 m nm m
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We define a binary relation R on EX X . . . X , M as1 2 n
u u . . . u A , ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ B g EX X . . . X M , 1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i 1 2 n
igI igJ
u u . . . u A R ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ B m ; ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ B i g J . 1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i
igI igJ
 .there exists u u . . . u A k g I such that A : B , ¨ : u j s1k 2 k nk k k i ji jk
 .  .1, 2, . . . , n and ; u u . . . u A i g I there exists ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ B l g J1 i 2 i ni i 11 21 n1 l
such that B : A , u : ¨ . It is obvious that R is an equivalence relation.l i ji jl
<Without confusion, we always denote EX X . . . X M R as EX1 2 n 1
X . . . X M.2 n
u u . . . u A , ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ B g EX X . . . X M , 1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i 1 2 n
igI igJ
u u . . . u A s ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ B 1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i
igI igJ
means the equivalence class containing  u u . . . u A is equivalentig I 1 i 2 i ni i
to the equivalence class containing  ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ B .ig J 1 i 2 i ni i
DEFINITION 2.1. a g EX X . . . X M is said to be q-irreducible in1 2 n
 .EX X . . . X M, G if b, c g EX X . . . X M and a F b k c s b q c1 2 n 1 2 n
imply that a F b or a F c, where ``F '' is defined by Theorem 2.1.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X , X , . . . , X , M be sets.  ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ B g1 2 n ig J 1 i 2 i ni i
EX X . . . X M. If B : B , ¨ , u g J, ¨ / u and ; i s 1, 2, . . . , n, ¨ : ¨ ,1 2 n ¨ u iu i¨
then
¨ ¨ . . . ¨ B s ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ B . 1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i
igJ u/igJ
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let X , X , . . . , X , M be sets. If the operators ``)''1 2 n
and ``q'' in EX X . . . X M are defined as follows,1 2 n
For any u u . . . u A , ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ B g EX X . . . X M 1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i 1 2 n
igI igJ
u u . . . u A q ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ B s p p . . . p C ,  1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i
igI igJ igI"J
where I " J is the disjoin union of I and J, p p . . . p C s u u . . . u A1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i
if i g I and p p . . . p C s ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ B if i g J.1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i
u u . . . u A ) ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ B 1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i
igI igJ
s u l ¨ u l ¨ . . . u l ¨ A j B , 1 i 1 j 2 i 2 j ni n j i j
igI , jgJ
 .then EX X . . . X M, ), q is a semi-ring with a unit.1 2 n
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Proof. We can directly prove this by the definitions.
 . nq1Algebra EX X . . . X M, ), q is called the EI algebra over sets1 2 n
X , X , . . . , X , M. About EI nq1 algebra over X , X , . . . , X , M, for any1 2 n 1 2 n
 u u . . . u A , g EX X . . . X M, we have these simple properties:ig I 1 i 2 i ni i 1 2 n
 .1 u u . . . u A ) u u . . . u A s u u . . . u A ;  1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i
igI igI igI
 .2 u u . . . u A q u u . . . u A s u u . . . u A ;  1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i
igI igI igI
 .3 X X . . . X B q u u . . . u A s X X . . . X B;1 2 n 1 i 2 i ni i 1 2 n
igI
 .4 BB . . . BM q u u . . . u A s u u . . . u A ; 1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i
igI igI
 .5 X X . . . X B) u u . . . u A s u u . . . u A ; 1 2 n 1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i
igI igI
 .6 BB . . . BM) u u . . . u A s BB . . . BM 1 i 2 i ni i
igI
By these equations, we know that BB . . . BM is the zero of
 . EX X . . . X M, ), q , X X . . . X B is the unit of EX X . . .1 2 n 1 2 n 1 2
.X M, ), q .n
THEOREM 2.1. Let X , X , . . . , X , M be sets. If we define ``G '' as1 2 n
u u . . . u A , ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ B g EX X . . . X M . 1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i 1 2 n
igI igJ
u u . . . u A G ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ B m ; ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ B i g J . 1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i
igI igJ
 .there exists u u . . . u A k g I such that A : B , ¨ : u , then ``G ''1k 2 k nk k k i i k
 .is a partial order and EX X . . . X M, G is a distributi¨ e lattice which1 2 n
u u . . . u A k ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ B s u u . . . u A  1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i
igI igJ igI
q ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ B 1 i 2 i ni i
igJ
u u . . . u A n ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ B s u u . . . u A  1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i
igI igJ igI
) ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ B . 1 i 2 i ni i
igJ
Proof. We can easily verify that ``q'' and ``)'' satisfy the conditions of
w xlattice L , L , L , L in 11 . Therefore this theorem holds.1 2 3 4
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By the distributive property of ``)'' and ``q'', we know that
 .EX X . . . X M, G is a distributive lattice, and X X . . . X B,1 2 n 1 2 n
BB . . . BM are the maximal element, the minimal element, respectively.
 .THEOREM 2.2. EX X . . . X M, G is completely distributi¨ e molecular1 2 n
lattice, in which the set of molecular elements is
M X X . . . X M s u u . . . u A N u g 2 X i , A g 2 M . .  41 2 n 1 2 n i
Proof. It can be directly proved by the definitions.
From the symmetry property of ``q'' and ``)'' we have the following:
THEOREM 2.3. Let X , X , . . . , X , M be sets. If we define ``F '' as1 2 n
u u . . . u A , ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ B g EX X . . . X M . 1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i 1 2 n
igI igJ
u u . . . u A F ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ B m ; ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ B i g J . 1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i
igI igJ
 .there exists u u . . . u A k g I such that A : B , ¨ : u , then ``F ''1k 2 k nk k k i i k
 .is a partial order and EX X . . . X , M, F is a distributi¨ e lattice which1 2 n
u u . . . u A k ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ B s u u . . . u A  1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i
igI igJ igI
) ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ B 1 i 2 i ni i
igJ
u u . . . u A n ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ B s u u . . . u A  1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i 1 i 2 i ni i
igI igJ igI
q ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ B , 1 i 2 i ni i
igJ
But it is not a Boolean algebra. We call this algebra a *EI nq1 algebra o¨er
X , X , . . . , X , M.1 2 n
DEFINITION 2.2. Let a g EX X . . . X M is said to be )-irreducible in1 2 n
 .EX X . . . X M, F , where ``F '' is defined by theorem 2.3, if b, c g1 2 n
EX X . . . X M and a F b k c imply that a F b or a F c.1 2 n
 .THEOREM 2.4. EX X . . . X M, F is a completely distributi¨ e molecu-1 2 n
lar lattice, where ``F '' is defined by Theorem 2.3 and the molecular set, the
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 .set of )-irreducible elements in EX X . . . X M, F , is1 2 n
M EX X . . . X M .1 2 n
< 4s X X . . . X m I is any indexing set , m g M 1 2 n i i 5
igI
< 4j X X . . . X y e . . . X B .D  1 2 j ji n
jgJ igI
I is any indexing set , e g X .ji j 5 /
Proof. We just prove it when n s 2. The proofs of other situations are
similar to this proof.
 .; A i g I, j g J , I is an indexing set, J is an indexing family i g I gi j i i
M 2 and ; a i g I, j g J , I is an indexing set, J is an indexing familyi j i i
. Xi g I g 2 . It is obvious that
a A s a A g EXME   F Di j i j i f  i. i f  i.
igI jgJ fgP J igI igIi ig I i
a A s a A g EXMH   i j i j i j i j
igI jgJ igI jgJi i
 .This implies that EXM, F is a complete lattice.
 .In the following, we study its molecular set M EXM , which is the set of
 .)-irreducible elements in EXM, F .
 4A s  X m , B s  b B , C s  c C g EXM. Suppose Aig I i ig J i i igU i i
 4F B k C. If A g B, then there exists b B g b B N k g J such that forl l k k
 4   4 4  4any X m g X m N k g I , m ­ B or b ­ X. Because of b : X, wei k i l l l
 4have m ­ B sincei l
 4X m s A F B k C s B)C s b l c B j C , i k j k j
igI kgJ , jgU
 .  4  .hence for any b l c B j C j g U , there exists X m k g I suchl j l k
 4  4  4that m : B j C and b l c : X. Because m ­ B , we have m :k l j l j k l k
 4  .C . This implies that A F C and  X m is )-irreducible in EXM, Fj ig I i
where I is any indexing set.
  4.Now, we suppose A s  X y e B g EXM andig I i
 4X y e B s A F B k C s B)C s b l c B j C . . i k j k j
igI kgJ , jgU
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 4If A g B, then there exists b B g b B N k g J such that for anyl l k k
  4.   4. 4  4X y e B g X y e B N k g I , B ­ B or b ­ X y e . Thisi k l l i
 4implies that b ­ X y e and e g b must hold for any i g I. Sincel i i l
 4X y e B F b l c B j C . i k j k j
igI kgJ , jgU
 .  4  .hence for any b l c B j C j g U , there exists X y e B k g Il j l j k
 4such that B : B j C and b l c : X y e . Suppose e g c . Becausel j l j k k j
 4e g b , e g b l c : X y e should be held. But this is a contradiction.k l k l j k
 4So we have e f c and c : X y e . This implies that A F C andk j j k
  4.  . X y e B is )-irreducible in EXM, F , where I is any indexingig I i
set.
In the following, we prove that any )-irreducible elements must be in
  4 4    4. X m N I is any index set, m g M j  X y e B N I is anyig I i i ig I i
4index set, e g X .i
Suppose that C s  c C g EXM is )-irreducible and there existsig J i i
 4l g J such that c / X or X y e , where e g X. This implies that eitherl
< <there exist x, y g X, x / y and x, y f c or X s 1.l
 4  4c C q x j c C ) c C q y j c C .  . j j l l j j l l /  /
l/jgJ l/jgJ
 4s c C q c j x l c C j C . . j j l j l j
l/jgJ l/jgJ
 4q c j y l c C j C q c C . . l j l j l l
l/jgJ
s c C . i i
igJ
But
 4c C q x j c C h c C . j j l l i i
l/jgJ igJ
and
 4c C q y j c C h C . . j j l l j
l/jgJ jgJ
This contradicts that  c C is )-irreducible. Thereforeig J i i
M EXM .
< 4s X m I is any indexing set, m g M i i 5
igI
 4j X y e B N I is any indexing set, e g X . . i i 5
igI
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3. AFS STRUCTURE, SEMI-COGNITIVE AND
COGNITIVE FIELDS
w xIn 3, 4, 5, 8 , the author has defined the AFS structure, which is a
w xspecial system in 12 and using the AFS structure, established the impor-
tant relations between EI algebra and EI 2 algebra. By using these
classical mathematical objects, a totally new system of fuzzy sets and
systems has been established. It is more acceptable for the classical
mathematical opinions. We can directly make use of many classical mathe-
matical results. The most important feature is that the system can be
operated by computers. In the following, we will show the important fact
that any element in the EI algebra over a set M corresponds to a unique
fuzzy set from a universe X to the completely distributive molecular lattice
EI 3 algebra over X, M and M. We can show that any element in the EI
algebra over a set M corresponds to a unique fuzzy set from universe X to
w x0, 1 .
w xIn the following, we list some definitions in 3, 4, 5, 8 , which will be
quoted in this paper.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let X, M be set, 2 M be the power set of M, t : X =
X ª 2 M.
 .  .  .AX1: ; x , x g X = X, t x , x : t x , x ;1 2 1 2 1 1
 .  .  .  .  .AX2: ; x , x , x , x g X = X, t x , x l t x , x : t x , x ;1 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 1 3
 .  .  .AX3: ; x , x g X = X, x / x , t x , x j t x , x s M;1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1
 .  .  .AX4: ; x , x g X = X, t x , x j t x , x s M.1 2 1 2 2 1
 .  .M, t , X is called an AFS structure if t satisfies AX1 and AX2; M, t , X
is called a relative AFS structure if t satisfies AX1, AX2, and AX3;
 .M, t , X is called a strong relative AFS structure if t satisfies AX1, AX2,
and AX4. X is called universe field, M is called factor space, t is called
structure.
V  .Let V and E be two sets, f : E ª 2 . It is well known V, f , E is called
w x  .a system in 12 . Therefore M, t , X = X is also a system.
 .We now define some symbols. Let M, t , X be an AFS structure.
B : X, A g 2 M.
<A B s y y g X , t x , y = A for any x g B , 4 .  .
<A B s y y g X , t y , x = A for any x g B , 4 .  .
 .  .DEFINITION 3.2. Let X, Y, M, N be sets. M, t , X and N, t , Y1 2
 .are two AFS structures. f : M ª N, g : X ª Y. f , g is called a homo-
  ..   .  ..morphism if f t x, y s t g x , g y for any x, y g X and denoted1 2
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f , g
 .  .  .  .as M, t , X f N, t , Y . f , g is called an isomorphism if f , g1 2
is a homomorphism and both f and g are bijections, denoted as
f , g
 .  .M, t , X ( N, t , Y .1 2
 4Let X be a set. MqlX s R N R is a quasi-linear order of X .
 .MqlX, t , X is an AFS structure defined as follows: for any x, y g X
 4t x , y s R N R g MqlX , xRy . .
 .By the definition we know t x, x s MqlX; therefore t satisfies AXl.
 .  .  .  .For any x, y , y, z g X = X, suppose R g t x, y l t y, z , i.e., xRy
 .  .and yRz. Since R g MqlX, hence xRz. This implies that t x, y l t y, z
 .: x, z and t satisfies AX2.
 .For any R g MqlX and ; x, y g X = X, x / y, since R is a quasi-lin-
 .ear order, hence either xRy or yRx, and this implies Mqlx s t x, y j
 .  .t y, x . Therefore we say MqlX, t , X is a strong relative AFS structure.
 .Specifically, we say MqlX, t , X is the full AFS structure of X.
 .  .DEFINITION 3.3. Let X, Y be sets, Y, t , X and X, t , Y be AFS1 2
structures. y g Y, x g X. If t and t satisfy the conditions1 2
 .  .  .1 x g t y, y m y g t x, x2 1
 .  .  4 4.  .2 x g t y, y « y x : t y, y ,2 2
 .  .then we call Y, t , X compatible with X, t , Y .1 2
 .  .THEOREM 3.1. Let X and Y be sets Y, t , X compatible with X, t , Y .1 2
; x g X, x can induce an isomorphism F from EI algebra o¨er Y into EIIIx
algebra o¨er X, Y and Y. Any element in the EI algebra o¨er Y corresponds to
a unique fuzzy set from the uni¨ erse X to the completely distributi¨ e molecular
lattice EIII algebra o¨er X, Y and Y.
Proof. For any  C g EY, we define F asjg I j x
 4  4F C s C x x C C . . x j i i i /
jgI igI
s u N u g X , t x , u = C 4 . 1 i
igI
 4? ¨ N ¨ g Y , t c, u = x , ; c g C C g EXYY . 4 .2 i i
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 . B , C g EY, suppose  B s  C . For any B i g H ,k g H k jg J j k g H k jg J j i
there exists C such that B = C . By the definitions of t , t , we knowk i k 1 2
 4C x s y N y g X , t x , y = C 4 . .i 1 k
 4= y N y g X , t x , y = B s B x 4 .  .1 i i
 4¨ N ¨ g Y , t c, ¨ = x , ; c g C 4 .2 k
 4= ¨ N ¨ g Y , t b , ¨ = x , ;b g B . 4 .2 i
 .  .This means F  B F F  C . Similarly, we can provex k g H k x jg J j
 .  .F  B G F  C . Now we prove that F is a map.x k g H k x jg J j x
 .  .It is obvious that F  B k  C s F  B kx k g H k j g J j x k g H k
 .F  C . Sincex jg J j
u N u g X , t x , u = B j C . 41 i j
s u N u g X , t x , u = B l u N u g X , t x , u = C 4 .  . 41 i 1 j
 4u N u g Y , t ¨ , u = x , ;¨ g B j C . 42 i j
 4s u N u g Y , t ¨ , u = x , ;¨ g B 4 .2 i
 4l u N u g Y , t ¨ , u = x , ;¨ g C , . 42 j
hence
F B n C s F B j C  x k j x i j /  /
kgH jgJ igH , jgJ
s F B n F C . x k x j /  /
kgH jgJ
 .  .If F  B s F  C , then by definition, we can easily provex k g H k x jg J j
 B s  C . Therefore F is an isomorphism.k g H k jg J j x
We should point out that F is dependent on the structure t , t , and x.x 1 2
For any  A g EY, by  A , we can induce a fuzzy set fromig I i ig I i
universe X to the completely distributive molecular lattice EXYY. It is
defined as
 4; x g X A x s A x x A A g EXYY . .  .  . i i j j /
igI igI
We call  A a fuzzy set or fuzzy concept over universe X. We knowig I i
< <that when I s 1,  A s A is a molecular in EI algebra over Y.ig I i 1
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We call A a molecular fuzzy concept. When n s 1 and A is a one1 I
element set we call A an atomic fuzzy concept. Operators k and q areI
the ``or'' logical operation of two fuzzy concepts in EY. Operators n and
) are the ``and'' logical operation of two fuzzy concepts in EY.
The proof of following theorem is similar to Theorem 3.1.
 .THEOREM 3.2. Let X and Y be sets. AFS structure Y, t , X is compati-1
 .ble with AFS structure X, t , Y . ; x g X, x can induce an isomorphism F2 x
 .  .from Y, q, ) into EXYY, q, ) .
By Theorem 3.2, we know the following theorem holds.
 .THEOREM 3.3. Let X and M be sets. AFS structure Y, t , X is compati-1
 .ble with AFS structure X, t , Y , ; x g X, x can induce an isomorphism F2 x
from *EI algebra o¨er Y into *EIII algebra o¨er X, Y and Y, and any element
in the *EI algebra o¨er Y corresponds to a unique fuzzy set from the uni¨ erse X
to the completely distributi¨ e molecular lattice *EII algebra o¨er X, Y, and Y.
We also call  A in *EI algebra over Y a fuzzy set or fuzzy conceptig I i
< <over universe X. We know that when for any i g I, A s 1,  A si ig I i
 4 x is a molecular in *EI algebra over Y.ig I i
 4 < <We call  x a molecular fuzzy concept. When I s 1 and A is aig I i 1
one element set we call A an atomic fuzzy concept. In this situation,1
operators k and ) are the ``and'' logical operation of two fuzzy concepts
in EM. Operators n and q are the ``or'' logical operation of two fuzzy
concepts in EM.
 .  .DEFINITION 3.4. Let X, Y be sets. Y, t , X and X, t , Y be AFS1 2
 .  .structures and Y , t , X compatibility with X , t , Y . If both1 2
 .  . Y, t , X, s , m and X, t , Y, s , m are semi-cognitive fields s1 X X 2 Y Y X
and s are s-algebras, m and m are positive measures over s andY X Y X
 .  . . s , respectively, and m X - `, m Y - ` , then Y, t , t , X, s ,Y X Y 1 2 X
4  4.m , s , m is called a cognitive field.  A g EY, if A x g s , forX Y Y ig I i i X
any x g X, i g I, then we call  A measurable in semi-cognitive fieldig I i
 .Y, t , X, s , m . We define its membership function as1 X X
 4m x s sup m A x rm X . .  . . 4 . A X i Xig I i
igI
 .  4. 4If x A g s and A x g s , for any x g X, i g I, then we calli Y i x
 A measurable in this cognitive field. We define its membershipig I i
function as
 4  4m x s sup m A x rm X = m x A rm Y . .  .  .  . . 4 .  . .  . A X i X Y i Yi g I i
igI
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We should point out that the cognitive field is more accurate than the
semi-cognitive field, but more information is needed to establish this. In
the following we give some examples of the cognitive field.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let X be a set. The compatible AFS structures M s
X .  X .  .  X < 42 , t , X and X, t , M s 2 are defined as t x, y s A g 2 x g A1 2 1
 .  < 4and t A, B s x g X x g A . For any A, B : X, for any x g X, we ha¨e2
 .  .  .1 m x s w x , A4k B4 Aj B
 .  .  .  .2 m x s m x s w x , A4n B4  A, B4 Al B
where w , w is the characteristic function of A j B, A l B, respec-Aj B Al B
ti¨ ely.
 .Proof. 1 For any A, B : X, x g X,
m x s max m x , m x .  .  . 4 A4k B4  A4 B4
s max w x , w x s w x . 4 .  .  .A B Aj B
 .2 For any A, B : X, suppose x g A l B. By the definition of t , we1
have
 4A , B x s u N u g X , t x , u = A , B s X . 4 4   . . . 1
Suppose x f A l B. Let x f A. By the definition of t , we know for any1
 .  4 4.y g X, A f t x, y . This means A , B x s B. For any A, B : X,1
 4.  4suppose x g A l B. By the definition of t , we have x A, B s u N u2
 .  4  4.g Y, t ¨ , u = x , ;¨ g A, B s Y.2
Suppose x f A l B. Let x f A. By the definition of t , we know for2
 .  4. 4any y g Y, x f t A, y . This means x A, B s B. Therefore for any2
 .  .  .x g X, m x s m x s w x . A4n B4  A, B4 Al B
From this proposition, we can say the membership functions defined by
us are the generalization of the concept of the characteristic functions.
Example 3.1. The aim of this example is to compare the cognitive field
 .with the semi-cognitive field. Let X be the set of some cuboids x, y, z ,
where x is length, y is width, and z is height. We give a ten cuboid set X
randomly:
X s x s 1, 3, 2 , x s 5, 4, 1 , x s 7, 3, 6 , x s 8, 1, 2 ,  .  .  .  .1 2 3 4
x s 5, 3, 7 , x s 4, 6, 9 , x s 6, 2, 8 , .  .  .5 6 7
x s 4, 0, 9 , x s 1, 1, 1 , x s 0, 0, 0 4 .  .  .8 9 10
 4Y s long, wide, high .
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We give the AFS structure t based on the following rule:1
 .  .t x , x 2 K, K s length, width, or height if x is K-er than x or1 i j i j
 .  4  .  4equal to x , for example t x , x s long, wide, high , t x , x s highj 1 1 1 1 1 2
 .since x is higher than x , but it is not longer and wider than x ,1 2 2
 .  4 x x  . < <similarly, t x , x s long, high , etc. Let s s 2 , A g 2 , m A s A ;1 8 9 1 1
 .we have the semi-cognitive field M, t , X, s , m .1 1 1
 .We give the AFS structure X, t , M based on the following rule:2
x g X , u , ¨ g M , x g t u , ¨ .2
m the ¨alue u of x is not zero and the ¨alue u of x
is more or equal than the ¨alue ¨ of x . .
 .  4  .For example, t long, high s x , x , x , x , x , x , t wide, long s2 2 3 4 5 8 9 2
 4x , x , x . About t we have the following table.1 6 9 2
t long wide high2
   4long x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x1 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 8 9
4 4x , x , x , x x , x , x6 7 8 9 7 8 9
 4   4wide x , x , x x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x1 6 9 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 9
4x , x , x , x6 7 8 9
  high x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x ,1 5 6 7 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
4 4 4x , x x , x , x , x x , x , x , x8 9 6 7 8 9 6 7 8 9
 .Since long, wide, and high have transmissive property, hence X, t , M is2
M M  . < <an AFS structure. Let s s 2 , A g 2 , m A s A ; we have the2 2
 .cognitive field M, t , t , X, s , m , s , m .1 2 1 1 2 2
 4  4First, we consider the fuzzy molecular concepts long , high, wide in
 .  4semi-cognitive field M, t , X, s , m . For long , we have the following1 1 1
quasi-linear order in X
x x x x s x x s x x s x x4 3 7 2 5 6 8 1 9 10
``G ''
 .and the membership functions in semi-cognitive field M, t , X, s , m :1 1 1
x x x x x x x x x x1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
m 0.3 0.7 0.9 1 0.7 0.5 0.8 0.5 0.3 0.1long4
m 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.6 1 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.1wide, high4
m 0.4 0.7 0.9 1 0.7 1 0.8 0.5 0.3 0.1wide, high4k long4
m 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.2wide, high4n long4
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We just calculate one for example:
m x .w ide , hi g h4k l on g4 1
s max m wide, high x rm X , m long x rm X 4  4 .  .  .  . 4 .  .1 1
 4  4s max m x , x , x , x r10, m x , x , x r10 4 .  .1 4 9 10 1 9 10
 4s max 0.4, 0.3 s 0.4.
 4  4Now, we consider the fuzzy molecular concepts long , high, wide in
 .cognitive field M, t , t , X, s , m , s , m and the membership functions1 2 1 1 2 2
in this cognitive field:
x x x x x x x x x x1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
m 0.1 0.7 0.9 1 0.7 0.167 0.533 0.5 0.2 0long4
m 0.267 0.1 0.167 0.1 0.2 0.667 0.133 0.07 0.133 0wide, high4
m 0.267 0.7 0.9 1 0.7 0.667 0.533 0.5 0.2 0wide, high4k long4
m 0.067 0.067 0.133 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.167 0.132 0.133 0wide, high4n long4
We just calculate one to show an example:
m x .w ide , hi g h4k l on g4 1
s max m wide, high x % m X 4  .  . . 1
 4  4= m x wide, high % m M , . . . 1
m long x % m X 4  .  . . .1
 4  4= m x long % m M . . . 5 1
 4  4s max m x , x , x , x % 10 = m long , high % m M , .  . . . .1 4 9 10
 4  4m x , x , x % 10 = m long % m M . 4 . . . 1 9 10
 4s max 0.4 = 0.666, 0.3 = 0.333
 4s max 0.2664, 0.1 s 0.2664.
From these, we know the cognitive field is more accurate than the
semi-cognitive field, but more information is needed to establish this. In
 .concrete situations, each AFS structure M, t , X always corresponds to
another AFS structure which is compatible with it. This is the foundation
 .of AFS theory. t in the AFS structure M, t , X is determined by the
concrete situation and personality. s and the measure m in the cognitive
field have deep implications. They determine which fuzzy concept can be
represented and what value its membership function is. Therefore we
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should study the deep properties of them. The following theorem shows
w xthe common properties in any case. In 5 , the author proved that any
ordinary human concept can be represented in some cognitive field.
 .THEOREM 3.4. Let X and M be sets, M, t , t , X, s , m , s , m be a1 2 1 1 2 2
cogniti¨ e field, and fuzzy sets  A , B g EM be measurable. x, y gig I i ig J i
X, m, n g M; then
 .  . .  . .1  A G  B m  A x G  B xig I i ig J i ig I i ig J i
 .  .  .  .  .2 t x, y = A i g I and if y g t m, n , then x g t m, n «1 i 2 2
 . .  . .  .  . A x G  A y « m x G m y .ig I i ig I i  A  Aig I i i g I i
 .  .Proof. 1 can be proved directly by the definitions. Now we prove 2 .
 .  .  .Suppose t x, y = A i g I . Because M, t , X is an AFS structure,1 i 1
 .  .  .  .by AX2, ¨ g X, if t y, ¨ = A , then t x, ¨ = t x, y l t y, ¨ s A1 i 1 1 1 i
  . .because of t x, y = A . Therefore we have1 i
 4A x s u N u g X , t x , u = A 4 . .i 1 i
 4= A y s ¨ N ¨ g X , t y , ¨ = A i g I . ) 4 .  .  . .i 1 i
 .  .Because of t x, y = A and condition 2 , we have1 i
 4u N u g M , t ¨ , u = x , ; ¨ g A 4 .2 i
 4  4= y A s u N u g M , t ¨ , u = y , ; ¨ g A . )) 4 .  .  .i 2 i
 .  .Because of ) and )) , we have
 4  4A x s A x x A A G A y y A A .  .  .  .  .  i i i i i i i /
igI igI igI
s A y . . i /
igI
The proof of second ``« '' can be directly proved by definition.
 .In this theorem, 1 means that for two fuzzy concept  A , B inig I i ig J i
EI algebra over M,  A G  B i.e.,  A =  B if and only ifig I i ig J i ig I i ig J i
 . .  . . A x G  B x .ig I i ig J i
 . .  . .On the other hand, suppose  A x G  A y . By definition,ig I i ig I i
 .  .we know ) and )) are held, i.e., ; x g X, the degree of which x has
property  A larger than that of y.ig I i
 4Let X be a set. MqlX s R N R is a quasi-linear order of X .
 .MqlX, t , X is an AFS structure defined as follows: for any x, y g X1
 4t x , y s R N R g MqlX , xRy . .1
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 .By definition we know t x, x s MqlX; therefore t satisfies AX1. For1 1
 .  .  .  .any x, y , y, z g X = X, suppose R g t x, y l t y, z , i.e., xRy and1 1
 .  .yRz. Since R g MqlX, hence xRz. This implies that t x, y l t y, z :1 1
 .t x, z and t satisfies AX2.1 1
 .For any R g MqlX and ; x, y g X = X, x / y, since R is a quasi-lin-
 .  .ear order, hence either xRy or yRx, this implies Mqlx s t x, y j t y, x .1 1
 .Therefore we say MqlX, t , X is a strong relative AFS structure. Specifi-1
 .cally, we say MqlX, t , X is the full AFS structure of X.1
 .X, t , MqlX is an AFS structure defined as follows: for any m, n g2
MqlX,
 4  4  4  4t m , n s x N x g X , n x : m x . 4 .  .  .2
 .By definition we know t m, m s X ; therefore t satisfies AX1. For2 2
 .  .  .  .any m, n , n, h g MqlX = MqlX, suppose x g t m, n l t n, h , i.e.,2 2
 4.  4.  4.  4.  . 4  4  4  4n x : m x and h x : n x . This implies that t m, n l2
 .  .  .t n, h : t m, h and t satisfies AX2. But MqlX, t , X is not a strong2 2 2 1
 .relative AFS structure. Specifically, we say MqlX, t , t , X is the full1 2
AFS structure space of X.
 .THEOREM 3.5. Let X, M be sets, and M, t , X be a strong relation AFS
 .  .structure; then there exists a homomorphism from M, t , X to MqlX, t , X1
the full AFS structure.
 .Proof. Let I: X ª X, where I x s x. For any m g M, we define a
 .  .binary relation R on X, x, y g X, xR y m m g t x, y . Since M, t , Xm m
 .is an AFS structure, hence x, y, z g X, if xR yR z, i.e., m g t x, y ,m m
 .  .  .  .m g t y, z imply xR y, i.e., m g t x, z = t x, y l t y, z . Becausem
 .M, t , X is a strong relative AFS structure, we know R is a quasi-linearm
 .order of X. Thus we have a map g : M ª MqlX, ;m g M, g m s R . Bym
 .I , g
 .  .definition, we can easily verify X, t , X f MqlX, t , X .1
4. FUZZY VARIABLES AND A CONTROLLING MODEL
In this section, we propose the concept of fuzzy variables. Using this, we
can make use of mathematical analysis to study fuzzy theory. Here we just
propose a very simple controlling model, but it is similar to human
thinking in some aspects and it can be operated by a computer easily and
be used to process complex information. Therefore we hope experts in
other fields will become familiar with this new ideal.
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 .DEFINITION 4.1. Let X and M be sets, M, t , X, s , m be a semi-cog-
nitive field. A : X. If  A g EM and A are measurable under s , thenig I i
 4m x s sup m A x l A rm A .  . . 4 . A r A X i Xi g I i
igI
is called the membership function of fuzzy concept  A under condi-ig I i
tion A.
 .Imagine that the semi-cognitive field M, t , X, s , m is in a person's
brain. X is the set of all objects stored in this person's brain. We all know
that when a person is thinking, he is only concerned with some objects in
X, although each object in X is stored in his brain like a computer, which
just moves some content stored in its hard disk into its memory or RAM.
A in the above definition is just like these, and it varies with the time or it
is a function of variable t time. When the brain receives some information
or stimulation, it varies according to these outside situations.
 .DEFINITION 4.2. Let X and M be sets, and M, t , X, s , m be a
semi-cognitive field. If  A g EM is measurable under s . j : X ª Rig I i
 .   . 4the set of real numbers . For any r g R, u N u g X, j u F r g s . For
any r g R and x g X, we define
F x , r s m x ; .  . A  A ruN ug X , j u.F r4i g I i ig I i
we call j a fuzzy variable of x and  A .ig I i
 .We know that for any x and  A given, F x, r is a realig I i  Aig I i
function and when r ª `, it is the membership degree of x. Similar to
 .probability theory, in some situations, there exists a real function xf t Aig I i
such that
r
F x , r s xf t dt. .  .H A  Aig I i i g I iy`
If for any x g X,  A has the above integral form,  A is calledig I i ig I i
 . qr  .analysis. For each real function f t , if it satisfies 0 F H f t dt F 1 fory`
any r g R, then the membership degree of some x can be gotten by it.
In the following, we propose a controlling model based on AFS theory.
 .Let X and M be sets, and M, t , X, s , m be a semi-cognitive field. If
a , a , . . . , a , . . . , g EM are measurable under s . j is a fuzzy variable.1 2 n
 .t , t , . . . , t , . . . , g R. x g X satisfies for any x g X, F x, t F1 2 m i j a ji
 .F x , t ; thus we get an input]output model which input a and t out-a i j j i ji
put x .i j
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